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Abstract 
Anderson, N. and D. Manley, A atrix extension of Winograd’s inner product algorithm, Theoretical 
Computer Science 131 (1994) 475477. 
We develop a new identity which can be applied to inner products of matrices over commutative 
rings. It generalizes Winograd’s scalar algorithm for inner products. When applied to blocked 
matrix multiplication, only a the number of block matrix multiplies used by conventional blocked 
multiplication are required. 
1. Introduction 
We develop a new algorithm for computing the block dot product of matrices and 
apply it to computing general matrix products 
C=AB (1) 
We consider blocked matrices, with complex elements, although the result holds for 
any matrices whose elements (from a commutative ring, say) satisfy the key identity 
(AB)T= BTAT, (2) 
where “T” denotes transpose. 
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Let C be partitioned into square (q x q) blocks, and let A be an m x it matrix and 
B be an n x p matrix, where m = Mq, n = Nr, p = Pq. Thus, C may be rectangular but is 
partitioned into square blocks; A and B are partitioned into rectangular blocks. Of 
course, for a fixed q (partitioning of C) there may be several choices of r available for 
partitioning A and B. 
In the computation of C by a conventional method, using block matrix multiplies 
(we denote the blocks of A, B, and C with capital letters), 
Ci,j=Ai,lBl,j+Ai,2B2,j+“‘+Ai,NBN,j. (3) 
The number of block multiplies to compute C is MPN, and the number of block 
adds is MP(N - 1). 
Winograd’s inner product algorithm [l] does not generalize straightforwardly to 
the case q> 1 (block matrices) because commutativity is needed in the rewrite of the 
inner product formula (e.g. for n = 2 and q = 1): 
~lY,+~2Y2=(x1+Yz)(Y,+xz)-xlxz-Y,Y,. (4) 
Our new identity below was discovered by a hand calculation in attempting to 
generalize Winograd’s formula to blocks, working with four terms at a time rather 
than two. 
2. The new algorithm 
Let N be a multiple of 4. Consider the block matrix product formula (3) rewritten 
four terms at a time (1 <i<M, l<j<P): 
N/4 
ci,j= C (Ai,4k-3B4k-3j+Ai,4k-2B4k-2,j+Ai,4k-1B4k-l,j+Ai,4kB4k,j. 
k=l 
(5) 
The terms in the sum above can be rewritten as follows: Let 
N/4 
pj=,Tl BT4k,j(B4k-2,j-B4k-l,j)-B~k-2,j(B4k-3,j+B4k,j), 
N/4 
z,j= 1 ((Ai,4k-3+Bzk-2,j)(B4k-3j+A?4k-2) 
k=l 
N/4 
ui,j= c (Ai,4k-2-B~k,j)(B4k-2,j+A~,4k). 
k=l 
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All of the above matrices are 4 x q. A straightforward calculation, utilizing (2), will 
verify that 
Ci,j=Ti,j+(Ui,j-U:j)+(C!i+pj). (6) 
Using the above formulas, the matrix C can be calculated using only 
$(3MP+2M+2P)N=$MNP+f(M+P)N 
block multiplies. 
(7) 
Compared to the dot product formulation in Eq. (3), we see that the new method 
will require fewer matrix products whenever 
2/M+2/P<l. (8) 
For the common case M = N = P, with N large, Eq. (7) shows that about $ the number 
of block multiplies as with the dot product formulation are needed. 
For real matrices, our algorithm is a “blocked inner product” generalization of 
Winograd’s algorithm, and includes it as a special case: For q = Y = 1 (1 x 1 blocks) it is 
clear that 
Ci,j=Ti,j+(G!i+pj) (9) 
and this is just Winograd’s algorithm, taking four terms at a time rather than two. 
For complex matrices, Eq. (6) and its precedents are also valid with “T” replaced by 
“H” (conjugate transpose), yielding a similar but different algorithm. This is most 
evident in the 1 x 1 case where the skew-symmetric term becomes 
ui,j- u?j, (10) 
which is in general nonzero. 
Of course, for general blocksizes q only about half the elements of this skew- 
symmetric term need be explicitly computed. 
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